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NO:AP1101-2 V.1 

Release Note for Vigor2850 Series 
 

Firmware Version: 3.8.8.2 

Release Type: Critical 

Applied Models: Vigor2850/Vigor2850n/Vigor2850Vn/ Vigor2850i 

This is a critical update - You should upgrade such Vigor router immediately with firmware 

containing these improvements. 

Vigor2850 series is a VDSL2 router with multi-subnet for secure and efficient workgroup 

management. It integrates IP layer QoS, NAT session/bandwidth management to help users control 

works well with large bandwidth. 

New Features  
 None. 

Improvement 
 This firmware includes improvements to harden the web interface against attacks. We 

have become aware of specific attacks against router, including DrayTek models where 

hackers have altered specific settings relating to your DNS servers and DHCP settings.  

You should urgently check those settings on your router. If they appear to have been 

tampered with, correct them and change your admin password and for any other config 

anomalies. Restore a config backup if you have one (from prior to the attack). We 

continue to investigate this issue but the first priority was to issue updated firmware. 

Known Issue  
 For VDSL IOP issue, please contact with support@draytek.com for different VDSL 

firmware.  

File and Modem Code 

(1) VDSL Firmware Version: 1414c3 

(2) ADSL for Annex A Model, 

 "v2850_a_3882" is used for modem code 211801(Standard).  

 "v2850_a2_3882" is used for modem code 2121501.  

 "v2850_a3_3882" is used for modem code 2211201.  
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 "v2850_a4_3882" is used for modem code 232201 (recommended for UK-SEG 

only) 

 "v2850_a5_3882" is used for modem code 243601. 

 "v2850_a6_3882" is used for modem code 243701. 

 "v2850_a7_3882" is used for modem code 2431301. 

 "v2850_a8_3882" is used for modem code 244001. 

 "v2850_a9_3882" is used for modem code 2471201. 

 "v2850_a10_3882" is used for modem code 252901. 

(3) ADSL for Annex B Model, 

 "v2850_b_3882" is used for modem code 2111112. (Standard) 

 "v2850_b1_3882" is used for modem code 2111302 (recommended for Czech only) 

 "v2850_b2_3882" is used for modem code 2121302.(recommended for Slovakia 

only) 

 "v2850_b4_3882" is used for modem code 214702.  

 "v2850_b5_3882" is used for modem code 2111312. 

 "v2850_b6_3882" is used for modem code 215202. 

 "v2850_b7_3882" is used for modem code 246302.  
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